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AN INTERNATIONAL EFFORT TO CONCEPTUALIZE AND MEASURE

COPING BEHAVIOR

The 3ymposium considers

(a) problems of conceptualizing and measuring coping behavior in eight

cultures,

(b) the effect of socio-cultural premises on coping behavior, and

(c) the influence of social class on coping behavior.

Stratified samples of 800 urban school children were drawn in Brazil, England,

Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the U.S.A. (Austin, Texas and the Chicago area)

and Yugoslavia. Boys and girls; 10 and 14, upper-lower and upper-middle

class were studied, 100 in each of the eight subngroups (total number 6,400).

Several instruments were specially designed to permit the quantitative

measurement of coping style and coping effectiveness, Comparably in the eight

countries. Among the several statistical analyses was a four-way, inter-

country ANOVA, measuring age, sex, class, nationality and interaction effects.

Several kinds of correlational analyses were also performed, and compared

across countries.

Symposium members will report separately on the evolution of the uniform

system for conceptualizing coping behavior, findings from the data, and

implications for the conceptualization of positive mental health.

The reports will take 60 minutes, with 50 minutes for audience discussion.



Developing Internationally Acceptable Concepts and Measures

of Effective Coping Behavior

Beginning in 1964, an international consortium of scientists in eight

nations explored the pos--7_bility of defining and measuring coping behavior.

Full allowance was made Lor culturally idiosynCratic standards. Nevertheless,

it proved possible to identify a series of sequential steps in coping behavior

on which there is very high international agreement. Similar agreement was

reached in selecting certain attitudinal components of coping. These concepts

were operationally measured by a story completion and a sentence completion

instrument, both scored objectively and reliably by a single system, common

to all the languages and cultures involved. Two self-report questionnaires

were also constructed and cross-validated with the projective measures and

with independent criterion measures.

This report focuses on the conceptual formulation of coping behavior

which the study generated, and some of the reliability and validity findings

from the first-stage study of 6,400 children.



Socio-Cultural Premises Related to Coping Behavior

The study assumed that different cultures may have different ways of

selecting and weighing those behavioral characteristics which they consider

"good coping." One such difference, postulated in 1963, saw some cultures

preferring an "active" style while certain other cultures were though-c to

,prefer a "passive" style of dealing with major issues in life. Continuing

discussions in the consortium and the analysis of successive sets of data

on child behavior led to the differentiation of thisidea into a number

of separate kinds of behavior.

During 1968-1971, an instrument was.developed embodying these several

aspects of behavior. Known as the "Views of Life," it was composed of forced-

choice item-pairs which hypothetically represented twenty-two independent

dimensions of behavior-preferences. This questionnaire was administered

in parallel, native-language forms'to 200 fourtocn-year-olds in each of

eight countr4 -relation, intr;:-counLry iactor analysis and factor

matching across countries demonstrated that the instrument did measure twenty

factcrially distinct dimensions of behavior.

Tho nature of these dimensions will be discuss-,x1, as will the patterns

of behavior preferred by children of different sex, as, socio-eco-lomic

level and nationality. The clarification and refinsment of coping theory

will be traeed, from the early formulation of the ar---ve-passive syrldrome

to the most_ recent formulation, based on analysis empiiical data

collected in the eight countries.



Social Class Factors in Coping Style and Competence

The cross-national research projec.lt has proceeded on the hypothesis

that each sub-cultural group has its own favored and normative style of

coping with various problem situations. The project has aimed to learn what

these styles are.

The description and quantitative measurement of the styles requires

close attention to problems of comparative study. The most difficult problems

are met in making cross-national comparisons, because the language factor

is added to other sub-cultural differences. But the problem of achieving

comparability across social class lines is also difficult, though somewhat

masked by the fact that language differences between classes are not so

obvious as are those between countries.

In this projt the social-class differences between upper-middle class

and upper-working class children have been compared with differences between

sexes, between age groups (10 and 14 years) and between countries. These

differences have been analyzed to- find out whether there is evidence for

the proposition that-social class differences are similar in their

socializing eEfects in different metropolitan areas in the modern world.

In general, it has been found that the social class differences are

similar in the various countries under study, and Chat they are greater

than sex differences in most of the variables that have been studied, such

as school achievement, occupational values and aspirations, styles of coping

with problem situations, and variety of social attitudes.
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DEVELOPING INTERNATIONALLY ACCEPTABLE CONCEPTS AND MEASURES

OF EFFECTIVE COPING BEHAVIOR

Robert F. Peck

The University of Texas at Austin

Beginning in 1964, a consortium of scientists in eight nations has

explored the possibility of developing an international consensus in defining

and measuring ,:oping behavior. To put it another way, this team has been

testing whether it is possible to arrive at an operational definition of

mental health which is cross-culturally acceptable and usable. A cyclic

conference-research process has generated theoretical constructs and has

designed operational measures. As a next step, uniform sampling and data

collection have been carried out in all countries. After centralized

analysis of the data at Austin, the results have been described and inter-

preted by each national team and then by a committee-of-the-whole. Both the

concepts and the measuring instruments have been redesigned and retested

through three cycles, using successive samples of children numbering 1700,

6400 and 3600.

From the outset, all members have participated as equal partners in the

enterprise. Principal investigators are Arrigo Angelini, University of Sao

Paulo, Brazil; Kenneth Miller, Independent Assessment and Research Centre,

Ltd., London; from Germany, Walter Jaide of Hannover, Rolf Piquardt of

Koblenz and Franz Weinert of Heidelberg; Marcello Cesa-Bianchi, University

of Milan; Shunichi Kubo, National Institute for Education Research, Tokyo,

Japan; Rogelio Diaz-Guerrero, National University of Mexico; Robert Havighurst,

University of Chicago; Ivan Tolicic and Leon Zorman, University of Ljubljana,

Yugoslavia; and Robert Peck, The University of Texas at Austin, the director

of the study.
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The Vocational Research Branch of the U. S. Office of Education sponsored

the initial conference in 1964, and has supported the subsequent research since

1965 with a grant for the "Cross-National Study of Coping Styles and Achieve-

ment." This series of studies has had two aspects. First, both the structured

and the unstructured instruments have been used to test a large number of

hypotheses which were identified in advance, concerning relationships of

aptitude, motivation and behavior style to independent criterion measures

of coping behavior in five areas: task achievement, interpersonal relations,

relationships with authority, the handling of anxiety and the handling of

aggression. In the other aspect of the research, there has been an inductive

exp/oration of samples of child behavior, using freeresponse instruments to

help generate new constructs. The ultimate aim has been to develop and test

a more complete, logically articulated conceptual system for describing

and explaining coping behavior in several different societies and, possibly,

in any human society. This undertaking was planned as an international

study in order to be able to answer the question: how universal or how

culture-bound are the patterns of thought and action which constitute

effective coping in different societies? Empirical evidence has been sought

to determine whether there are some kinds of problem-solving behavior which

may be desirable in all human settings. If such patterns were to be found,

they would constitute a universally valid definition of "effective coping

behavior," or "good mental health."

Only such a universally-found pattern could justify the assumption that

there are certain inherent needs in "human nature" which such coping actions

effectively satisfy, over and above the effects of cultural conditioning or

the culture-limited definition of desirable behavior. Even eight countries,

of course, scarcely constitute a cross-section of the entire human race, so



this effort toward a "universe " theory of coping must be viewed as only a

step in that direction.

Starting with a three-factor conceptualization of coping, in highly

generalized terms, in 1964, the group conducted a year of pilot testing of

children in Brazil, England, Germany, Italy, Mexico and the United States.

At conferences held in Austin, Miami and Germany, the system was differentiated

into six constructs: (1) coping versus non-coping; (2) active versus passive;

(3) direct versus indirect (or self versus other-initiation of the problem-

solving attempt); (4) positive versus negative affect; (5) instrumental versus

expressive action; and (6) positive versus negative outcome. Children's response

to a standard set of problems, in a Story Completion instrument, were rated

on these six dimensions. As might be expected, such generally phrased dimensions

allowed a great deal of room for variation and interpretation, even among the

researchers in one country. Moreover, what was an acceptable resolution of a

problem in one country was sometimes evaluated differently in other countries.

It is of considerable interest,,nonetheless,'to observe that on two scales

there was very good agreement among all judges, in all countries. These

were the two most broadly evaluative scales: coping-non-coping, and evaluation

of outcome. The former scale had a mean inter-judge reliability of .79,

with a range of .65 to .89. The latter scale had a mean reliabilitY of .85,

with a range from .76 to .91. Thus, although these two constructs were stated

in extremely generalized, non-descriptive form, the high degree of agreement

indicated a surprisingly strong consensus as to what constitutes effective

coping behavior in any of these societies.

The next step was to work out a detailed, descriptive system for identify-

ing the specific response patterns which the judges were using to arrive at

10
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this general consensus. Such a system was evolved during 1965-1966. The

process of describing and evaluating cooing behavior was thus broken into

two successive stages: First, a highly specific, descriptive coding of detailed

steps in problem solving behavior; second, the derivation of evaluative ratings

from the coding manual, rather than from the raw response data. An analogous,

two-step process was similarly used to describe and evalUate attitudes and

emotional reactions which were identified as important aspects of the coping

reaction. Quite apart from the practical saving of time in calculating

evaluative scores for large numbers of children, and the insuring of

reliabilities above .90, this system had a considerable theoretical advantage:

it specified exactly what kinds of observable behavior were used to define

each point on the coping effectiveness scale, by any one judge, and by judges

from different countries.

The Story Completion instrument developed in 1964 had gone through several

revisions by 1966. Inductive analysis of the responses of some 6400 children

led to the next formulation of the conceptual system for describing coping

behavior. By seeing how many different children reacted to the problems posed

in the stories, it became clear that there was a logical system of steps which

described the way children moved from their first encounter with a problem

to their final resolution or dismissal of it.

While this conceptual system was developed using a Story Completion in-

strument and a Sentence Completion instrument, it should be emphasized that

this system can be applied to any kind of behavioral data which enable one

to see how a person reacts to a problem.

By 1966, a battery of ten different measures of interest, aspiration,

aptitude, achievement, attitude and coping style had been cooperatively

11



developed by the international team, translated into the appropriate languages,

and checked and cross-checked for semantic equivalence. This battery was

administered to several thousand children in each country in order to obtain

a rigorously defined sample of 800 in each location, stratified by sex, age

(10 and 14 years), and socioeconomic status (skilled working class and upper

middle class). In subsequent years, the conceptualization of coping behavior

and coping-relevant characteristics was further refined, and improved instru-

mentation was developed. A new cross-validation sample of 3600 children

was tested in 1968-1969. A 107 sample of the parents of the children tested

in 1966 were also interviewed about their own and their children's coping

styles.

For present purposes, some findings will be presented from the first

stage of the research, illustrating the degree of international agreement on

the kinds of behavior which constitute effective and ineffective coping.

Following this, a brief description will be given of some interesting dif-

ferences in coping style which distinguish the children from the several

different countries.

The Degree of Agreement, Across Nations, on the Definition of Effective

Coping Behavior

To illustrate the procedure for classifying reactions to problem situations

into descriptive categories, an item from the Sentence Completion can be used:

"When my parents make me mad, I ..." Examination of the responses of the

total sample, in every country, revealed that most of them could be described

with the following set of categories:

01 Leaving the situation: "go away", "leave the room".

02 Exercising self-control: "try to control my feelings", "calm down'.

12



03 Negative, depressive emotional reaction: "get my .feelings hurt",

"feel bad".

04 Negative, hostile feeling, with no action: "really get mad", "sulk'

and pout".

05 Inaction: "just sit there", 'don't do anything".

06 Verbal aggression: "tell them off", "talk back to them'.

07 Attempt to zr=esolve the difficulty: "think about what 1 have done",

Dqy side".

08 Rebellious action: "do something to make them mad", "revolt".

09 Submiasion: "1 obey them anyway", forgive them".

_10 Anxiety: "get nervous", "worry a lot".

11 Displaced aggressive behavior: hit my sister", "take it out on

some other person".

After this descriptive system had been developed, the team at each research

station was then given complete freedom to look at each specific category

of behavior and to decide where to place it on a five-point scale, ranging

from effective to ineffective coping. Each national team could have evolved

a unique formula for defining those behaviors which constitute effective

coping, to their minds. Indeed, in the early stages of this study, considerable

cultural differences were anticipated in such a definition.

As things turned out, however, there was a verir rarge degree of agreement,

pinp. -,rfoe.tilyc>.,,ss value of the many kinds ofacross countries, on hte

behavior d esr ,InQd in tb.1.- coding dictionaries for the Sentence Completion and

the story Comp1et4on instruments. For example, Table I shows the degree of

the eight national teams in evaluating the 125 ways in whichagre--'nt am'ng

children responded to 13 Sentence Completion items. With rare, small

13
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exceptions, the judges from these seven stations either agreed unanimously,

or within one scale point, in rating each kind of behavior on the five-point

scale of coping effectiveness. The two teams from the U.S.A., the University

of Chicago and The Univer, of Texas, did show somewhat closer agreement

with each other than with ttl_e: other narional -teams in judging children's

reactions to achievement (85%; tott.-al agreement, 9% one-point fa-isagreement versus

70%, 20% average agreement wt-zh a1 oth.er stations). A similar pattern

appeared in the area of aggressica (89 zotal, 11 partial agreement versus

73, 24) and anxiety (75 total tc 2(0 partial versus 60 total to 34 partial

agreement). These two teams, 1L7,-(--_,ver, agreed with other countries to almost

the same degree as with each -ther, in judging interpersonal behavior and

the reactions to authority.

Considering the room for possible disagreement, the high proportion of

identical or close agreement across all countries suggests that it has proved

possible to achieve an internationally acceptable definition of coping

effectiveness, both in style of action and in affective characteristics. Some

of the differences which do exist between certain countries are of considerabl.

interest. The Brazilian team, for example, generated the most idiosyncratic

definitions of coping, relative to the other countries. They differed most

in weighing behavioral responses to anxiety; least, in evaluating the handling

of aggression. The English team, on the other hand, agreed highly with all

other countries, on the average, except in the area of anxiety. (It should

be noted that coping with anxiety was least firmly and commonly defined, of

all the areas of behavior).

Japan, the culture most different from all other participating societies,

also tended to differ in defining coping more than any country except Brazil.

14
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'Reversing the trend of most other teams, the Mexican team agreed mo t. strongly

with the international network in defining in authority coping and fnter-

personal coping, while aggreeing less completely about coping with ,ggression.

Austin and Yugoslavia most closely represented the international consensus,

taking all areas of behavior together.

By going into the particular kinds of behavior on which a country differs

from other countries, it is possible to describe quite specifically those

ways in which its definition of effective or ineffective behavior is distinctive.

To give the most extreme example in the present data, in scaling the alternative

reactions to the anxiety stem, "When I get worried, I ...", Mexico gave a

top rating of 5 to the category "I talk it over with someone else", while

Yugoslavia rated this 4 (Still above the average of the coping scale). Mexico

gave a middle value of 3 to such overt but non-goal directed reactions as

"1 bite my nails" or "I go eat a piece of sugar". Yugoslavia rated this

kind of behavior somewhat below average, with a 2. Yugoslavia gave a bottom

rating of 1 to behavior such as "I shake", "I get an upset stomach", whereas

Mexico rated these 3. Somewhat conversely, Mexico gave a bottom rating to

expressions of hostile affect or hostile actions, such as "I get mad" or

"I pace around angrily", while Yugoslavia rated this kind of behavior 2,

somewhat less undesirable. While these are not contradictory views and while

these two national teams agreed completely in rating the other seven categories

of behavior which this stem elicited, there does appear to be an interesting

consistency in the pattern of these discrepancies.

As might have been forecast by one who knows the Mexican culture, it stresses

the desirability of creating and maintaining good, close personal relationships

as a major aspect of coping with life. The Mexican way is also to understand
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and accept as natural both the experiencing and the :pressimg of emotion,

including feelings of anxiety. One e:ception is thai exicans tend not to

approve the expression of angry feelings in waya that night threaten inter-

personal harmony. The reality of such a national val.2:a aystem would seem

to be supported by the pattern of ratings in this prent instance.

To overemphasize such distinctions would be to cricatuie what are only

moderate eifferences of degree among the different countries. At the same

time, such analysis illustrates the level of concrete description that is

most helpful in communicating a clear, accurate pictur.:,e of a group's value

system, whether it be a national group or an ethnic, socioeconomic or sex

group within a country. This is one of the major advamtages of using a

descriptive coding system en route to a scaling system for evaluating behavior.

Again, it is worth emphasizing that the Sentence Completion and Story

Completion instruments which were employed to arrive at these definitions

of coping behavior were simply a means to this end. The judges, in evaluating

the different categories of behavior, treated them as genuine instances of

such behavior and rated them as if the children were observably acting that

way in a real-life setting. The judges were keenly aware that statements

on projective instruments do not necessarily correspond to the actual, overt

behavior the individual displays. Discrepancies between behavior and

projective statements reduce the actuarial validity of the scoring system

as applied to projective statements. Such discrepancies are thelFfore a

problem in measurement. This fact has no bearing and no influence, however,

on the definition of what constitutes effective coping. By treating responses

to the projective instruments as if they were actual samples of observed

behavior, the judges spelled out exactly what kinds of real behavior they

would classify as effective or ineffective coping.

17
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National Coping Patterns

Because each country developed a slightly idiosyncratic formula for

calculating its coping effectiveness ratings on the Sentence Completion, a

quantitative cross-national comparison of these scores would not be inter-

pretable. On the Story Completion, however, all countries wccept England

agreed on a common formula; and, since the English deviations were quite

small, it was possible to apply this scaling system to the English data,

as well. Each story posed a distinct, different problem for the children

even though, theoretically, three behavioral areas were represented by two

stories, each: Task achievement (Stories 1 and 6), relations with authority

(2 and 10), and interpersonal relations (4 and 7).

Table II shows the stories, by area of behavior, on which each national

sample was significantly high or low (by Tukey's Honest Significant Difference)

when a cross-national ANOVA was performed on the coping effectiveness scores

for each story. Viewed this way, no two countries are alike. Keeping in

mind that these are children's self-portrayals, by projection, in a situation

where socially desirable responses may be fairly obvious, the results show

quite different national profiles of effective coping, across the five

areas of behavior. (It must be emphasized that the plus and minus signs stand

for relative rank among the seven samples, not the absolute level of coping

effectiveness, as judged by the theoretical scale.)

The Brazilian children came out at the top in their portrayal of them-

selves as successful achievers. At the same time, they scored significantly

lower than the average of the other groups, in all other aspects of behavior.

The English children portrayed themselves as highly effective in dealing

with one of the two achievement problems, and in dealing with anxiety. They
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ranked very low in dealing effectively with authority and in handling aggression

They handled one interpersonal problem very well, but they ranked low in deal-

ing with the other one.

The Italian children stood above average in all areas except achievement,

where they got one low ranking.

The Japanese scored high in dealing with authority, anxiety and aggression.

Contrary to their demonstrated superiority in actual school achievement,

they did not project an effective coping style in dealing with the achievement

problems, here. (Perhaps they are fed up with conforming to the intense

pressures for academic achievement which continually bombard them from all

sides?)

The Mexican children, except for a low score on one authority problem,

portray themselves in a middle-of-the-road light in all areas of behavior.

The children from the Chicago metropolitan area also scored in the middle

range on three scores, but made high scores for interpersonal coping, and

one of the two authority problems.

The children of Austin, Texas scored below average in three areas, and

average in the other two. Austin is a far smaller, less economically expansive

community than the other cities sampled (all very large, fast-growing metro-

politan areas). Perhaps this reflects a natural self-selection in the kinds

of people who choose to live there, thereby producing a population of children

who are less aggressively enterprising and confident, in most aspects of life,

than their big-city counterparts in the other samples.

To sum up these partial findings, eight years of cooperative study by

behavioral scientists from eight countries has generated an objective, reliable

system for evaluating peoples' reactions to problems. At least in the case
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of certain universally-encounterd problems, this conceptual system can be

used in each country to judge the level of coping effectiveness a person

shows. It could be applied to naturalistic observations, to behasylor observed

in experimental situations, Or to other appropriate samples of behavior, or

behavioral-reports.

When applied to samples of children in these several countries, the children

in each national sample showed a significantly distinct profile of varying

effectiveness in dealing with different aspects of life.

Enough progress appears to have been made, to encourage further develop-

ment of behavior-descriptive manuals and of evaluative scaling manuals based

on them, which might be useful in many practical ways for diagnosis and treat-

ment in education and in mental health work.
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TABLE II

Distinctive National Coping

Patterns on the Story Completion

COPING EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS

Brazil England Italy Japan Mexico Chicago Austin

T. Ach. 1 + -I- - -

6 + _

Authority 2 - - + + - +
10 _ - +

Interpersonal 4 _ + - +
7 _ - + + -

Anxiety 5 _ + +

Aggression 8 _ - + +
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FIRST DRAFT

$OCIO CULTURAL PREMISES RELATED TO COPING BEHAVIOR

Rogelio Diaz-Guerrero

Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de MAxioo

INTRODUCTION.

This is not a formal paper. Its many isatieS are

beyond any single formal paper. Ryer since cultural an-

thropology has been courting psychology, there has been a

struggle, in order to find out, the method and variables,

capable of producing a formally sanctified and a catholic

union. The history is loug. You hove heard the names of

its heroes: Malinowoky, Kardiner, Linton Mead, Benedict

oto.

All the ado is about, a Certain undefined lady,

under the naMe of culture. Kroeber and Kluckhohn (5), in

.a scholarly book, reviewed 164 definitions and 100 complex .

ooncepte of cUlture. According to them, the central idea

in the concept, and definition of culture, is as follows:

"Culture oonsists of patterns, explicit and implicit,, of and

for behavior,. acluired and transmitted by symbols, conetituting

tb distinctive achievement of human groups, including their

embodiments in artifacts; the essential core of culture coen-..

siste of traditional (i.e. historically derived and selected)

ideas and specially their attached values; culture systems

may, on the One hand', be eonsidered as prodUcts of'actione
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2.

on the other as conditioning elements of further action".

(Page 357) Thin is as comprehensive a concept of culturel

as you can find.

Samuel Ramos (8) in 1938, and later the Kluckhohns,

Clyde and Florence, Parssons and Shills, and their helpers -

even if they overdid the theoretical abotractions - are all,

the theoretical antecedents, of the approach to culture, td

be exemplified in this paper. Philosophically, the approadh

is consonant with Gardner Murphy's insistence on the importance

of social and cultural factors on personality, and with Gord6n

Allport's schemata of value, particularly the intentienality

of value. I further consider, as twin souls, in regards to

the approach to the probleMs of culture and psychologypeverp!.

one that has tried to operationalize value-ooncepts, relevant

to the effects of culture upon personality, among them

Strodtbeck and Kluckhohn Brewster Smith, Rokeach, MCClelland,

Triandis, June Tapp etc. The coneept of coping in Lois Murphy:

and its utilization by Coehlo, et al, are Very close to the

present approach.

For a traditional society, culturs'is an exceedingly

important and a powerful ooncept.. Mexico, In spite of the

economic and political changes brought about by the first

revolution of this century, is still a traditional society.

As a modern psychologist - I'hope I am one,r- I oould
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not remain for long, blind to the omnipresent cultural

determinants of the behavior of my people. Inference from

the behavior, permitted to develop, the concept first, and

then the construct, of the sociocultural premise. The

sooicoultural premiue, the S.C.P. has been extensively

discussed elsewhere (2). buffice it to say, that using

this concept, work has bot.;a done all the way to the develop-

ment of factorial scales two area:s of "culture". The

8.C.Ps, of the kexican fah:Lly (3), slad the eubject matte= of

today's talk. The 2.C.P874, related to coping behavior. _En

this area, it has been a 6Tteat opportunity, and a privilege,

to have worked in the ormse national.study, subject of this

symposium. I certainly like to thank publicly the social

scientists of the seven participating nations, and, partic-

ularly, the members of the research team at the University

of Texas, for their help in the development, application and

refinement of an instrument, made up of S.C.Ps. related to

ccping behavior, and entitled, "The Views of Life".

THE THEORETICAL BASIS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEST,.

In 1963, I proposed an active-pausive dichotomy,

which referred to a complex dimensionowhich it was felt,

would differentiate Mexicans from Americans cross culturally.

It was stated, that people in some cultures preferred to deal

with the stresses of life by doing something about them. Mut:
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this doing something about them, was perceived, as doing what-

ever had to be done in the physical or social environment.

On the other hand, other people, from other cultures, preferred

to deal with the stresses of life by modifying themselvest,

adjusting themselves to the physical and/or social environments.

These two ways of dealing with the stress of life, were histori0-

cultural preferences, and covered multitude of specific behaviors.

As research, and further thinking, started to clarify tne nature

of these complex dimensions, it was decided, to speak of the

active and the passive syndromes. We are certain, that the 56

eubsyndromes that we spoke about in 1967, are still not exhaus-

tive, of the intricate patterning, the cultural ideology, or if

you wish, the cognitive net, of the coping philosophy of a oul-

ture. It has been.postulated - and in one occasion provaa to

au extent (1) - that the subsyndromes within the active and the

passive syndromes, hang together, are recognizable as coherent

parts of a philosophy of life of a given culture.

It was on the basis of this complex set of fore-

thoughts that the first trials at the development of the Views

of Life instrument, were carried out. I am not going to burden

you now with the pool of items, the first forms, the several

reliability and factor analytical studies. These will be

described elsewhere (4)0

la the lait years, the Views
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and more an instruments in whose development, many members of

the cross national team participated. Lome subsyndromea were

added, in order to better fulfill the specificc goals of the

cross national researoh. In the selection procedure :for the

items of the final tests a trial was zade, to combine the

fallowing criteria:

1. Item test-retest reliability.

2. Consistencz of item loading within (.1:h subsyndrome.

3. Significant cross cultural differentilation by the item.

4. tlignificant within culture differemtation by the item.

5. The appropriateness of the subsyndrumes to- the dimensions
being measured in the other instruments of
battery and to the overall coping theory..

the test

In the end, however, a major portion of the the-

oretical structure of the active vs. the passive, remained

in the instrument. The next step in this paper would neces-

sarily consist of an explanation, item by item and subsyndrome

by subsyndrome of the Views of Life. It would take forever.

Instead, I am going to try something different. I have developed

a character sketch of the passive man. I think that a person,

that sincerely marked the passive alternative of every item of

the Views of Life, would behave pretty much the way our man

does in the following character sketoh.



THE FASIVE MAN

A.

A passive man is one, that will try his best to
ea=omize effort at work, and at any activit7T, either .foreed
or innerly perceived as painful ar stressful- _A passive man
will indulge his effort at play, affiliation love, music,
dancing, diversion and any kind of pleasant socialization.
Passivity is also, a willingness at self modicatiDn, in
the face of demands from either .the physical, the natural;
the interpersonal or the social Environments, Tassivity iS;
the development of refined ways, which will- pzpduce pleasant
interpersonal interactions.

Quijosancho is a pabsive man. He always felt that
:le was controlled by his environment. The world, he used to
2ay, will go on its own merry way, and there is very little
I can do about it. Neither I, nar mankind, cam ever control
the destiny of the world. host of his probIems and his dif-
ficulties, he is quite sure, are due to bad J.Jaci. He has
:lome reason to feel this way. Ever since he mas a child, he.-
v:as able to see, in both his case and the cas of his parents,
that no matter how hard they:would try, there mere many things
that could not be accomplished. He vividly remembers his
childhood, he was extremely obedient tors his parents, who,.

.

in turn, loved hiM greatly for it. His tatherl and hie-mother,
.would take care of his needs. He only'needed .to emile _and ..be
obedient and affectionate in return. Ilecause:of_themany good
'things that would happen to him, when he was obedient,'_he......
learned to enjoy modifying himself, in the face of_family:and-
echool. authorities. At .school, it.was so much.easier.-tojet-
someone else take the initiative in many-taske orgames,Hor
let one, of his many friende, solve a problem for him,_ that:-
he did not have to apply himself strenuously. He, actually;
enjoyed .best, studying, and in general, accomplishing, in the
companionship of his friends. They all did actually .cOoperatei
to such an extent, that coping in exaMe was the rule,_rather.
thati the exception. .Somehow, he never perceived himself as
'otally.independent from all the othere, his friends, hid
brothers, his family. He was actually part of them and they .

were part of him, As time paesed on, he came to accept, that'
therO were not'really a 6reat many things that he could do by
himself or on his own. The friendliness, the protection, the
cooperation of others appeared indispensable, in order that
he would get some place. it'school, he came to place. the
blame, or the merit, for whatever he did, outside of hiMself._,
TAus, when he passed the exams, it was be-cause the tests were
e.asy,-and when 'he failed to understand a lesson; it was .because
the 'teacher did not explain sufficiently well:

Even, as a younL; man; Quijosancho preferred-to take'
his time in doing things. He used to say: in the long run.,



"

a person who works slowly, not only gets more done, but it is

usuall,y better done. His old man often felt proud of his wis-
dom:, because, when uncertain, he never leaped before a very
carafill and cautious loolz at the situations. Many people
enAdiFd, the calm and relawation, with which he faced,.even
the zost difficult circumstances. "The whole thing is calm.-
ness"r ("Ia cosa es calmada"), a saying he learned, from a
prominent comic of his day, directed him to react slowly and
take It easy through each problem he faced.

Later in his life, he developed a complex philosophy
about work. He used to say work is sacred, don't touch it.
iicrk, he said, is something very demanding of one's energies,
something that one should learn to endure. Furthermore, it is
a duty that we must all perform. It has, of course, great
rewards, when its products serve to support and make the
family happy or to give a good education to the children or
to invite all the friends to a big fiesta and spend a month's
salary in one evening. After all, someday, and there is no
hurry, one is bound to win,a lottery. On this event, he re-
joiced in saying, I will spend the rest of my life scratching
my belly under the sun in Acapulco.

Quijosancho was happy, perhaps he didn't have any
high or impossible aspirations - his goals were actually
quite concrete and immediate - but he did:appear to have a
happy disposition. He wab not ambitious, actually, he had
no clear idea of individual power. He used to say: after
all, you can not take anything with you to the grave. When
he was in smart circles, he used to proclaim what he said,
was a beautiful Chinese proverb: "Do not build a house on a
bridge". His family, and his friends, were to him more im7-
portant than his work. Quijosancho had heard his elders say,,
a thousand times, that one can be courageous and courteous
at.the same time. However, as he went on, in his own life,
being courteous and polite, he found it harder and harder to'
expreSs disagreement with others. He was always afraid he
would hurt their feelings. He came also to feel, that it was
much easier to go along with the opinion of the majority, in
the family, or among friends, than to stick to your own opinion
There was SOMO disilluoion, when he found the need to increase
the White lies, and later other kinds of lies in order to
keep With the saMe pattern of pleasant, delightful interpersonal
interactions, But he had at hand a number of sayings which
helped him, like the saying: "This is the way life really is
and not the way people tell". There were other unsabory
experiences, Certain thingS, that somehow felt like injustice,
like the fact that people, not ab capable as Quijosancho, would
get a better job than him just because they had friends in
power. HoweVer, this was not so difficult to understand, einpn,,
after all, he had been taught that some people like the Pope;
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and the kings in the past, had received their power by the
blessing of God. He sincerely felt also, that one should
never question the word of a parent. And who was he, after.
all, to try and question, this not so acceptable a part, of
the entire way he had been taught to live? Furthermore, it
was friendship that got people to places. Friendship was a
good thing, so it just showed, that one should make friends
with those in power. Furthermore, anyone could make good
friends, if he was courteous and knew how to get along with
people, and, he, like everybody else, knew how. But then
friendship is often based upon and it grows, when you can
keep the other persons happy. When the other person is in
power, whether it would be your father, a high official in
the church or in the government, or in business, you must
be very careful not to dis-)lease him. Like Quijosancho used
to say, "life is indeed, very complex". It felt very natureJ
to him, in the face of this complexity, not to worry about
things, when there was not much that could be done about
them. Life was not only cotplex, but also hard, as Quijo-
sancho learned when he started to work for his living. Later,
10 years after his marriage, with five children and a wife
to support, he was sure life'was not.onlycomplex and hard,H
but something to be endured. He, nevertheless, had learned
all the tricks, he was an artist at aelf modification before
problems, he rolled with. the punches, he was able to say with
ease, "Mariana", and he knew that life posed many problems
that might as well be ignored.

One of the great periods in the life of Quijosaneho.;.
was when he read Cervantes. He knew that he, like Don Quij,
would love to accomplish great, incredible and humanitarian
deeds. Quijosancho too, loved to daydream about impossible
things. There were actually a great many things that he had
daydreamed about, which he had never done. Don Quijote was,
somehow, a caricature of himself in some respects, and Sancho
Panza in others. He often felt, in his real everyday life,
that he like Sancho Panza had to take a great deal of abuse.
Most of the time, he could do it with good humor. Besides,
as the saying went, "1-3very chapel will have its hayday", ("A
cada capilla le llega su función"), and remembered Sancho
Panza as Governor. But there was something about Don Quijote
that bothered him. He did not understand his perdistent self-
praise. Why did he do it?, What did he gain by that? :There
were times it appeared as though, Don Quijote, was out to ful-,
fill his own vanity, more than to straighten out the wrongs..
Quijosancho knew, that he could enjoy certain types of power;
for instance, imaginative, verbal, sexual, marital, familial
and paternal power, but, however vaguely, he sensed that his
search was more for love than it was for power. Furthermore,
,he also knew, that if there was a chance in his lifetime; in
Which some wonderful.man.would lead a struggle for some gre.'
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just or beautiful cause, he would, immediately, follow the
leader to the extent of giving his life. .The idea of loyalty
filled his heart with joy, as much as the idea of treason wac
hateful.

There was one memory that Quijosancho loved to recaal.
When he was 201 he attended a big fiesta with one of his richer
friends. At these parties, friends from all social classes and
Skin colors attended, the only requirement was, that they were
all "gente decente": nice, polished well brought up - courteous
and friendly people. The most popular people in the group, the
"simpeiticos", were people that used a tremendous amount of
mimic: gestures and all kinds of strange noises and sounds
accompanying the description of their tales. At the very
height of the fiesta, one of the not uncommon and strong
earthquakes, started to rock the house, Quijosancho will
never forget the sight. All of the sudden the music stopped.
The musicians didn't move from their places, the people dancing
stopped too. It appeared as though everything .had frozen. As
though all the excitement, ever in crescendo, in the face of
a great threath, had collapsed into complete inertia. Soon,
however, there were certain murmurs, it was the men reassuring
the women that the quake would soon be over, it was the women,
kneeling down where they were, and praying to God and the
Virgin Mary to save them all. -It was a few histerical women
that prayed aloud, almost crying. But even then, the picturo
was one of sudden and highly contrasting quietness. How much
he associated in hiamind., at that time, the great inertia
that he felt in his body, when he was angry at his father or
his mother or somebody that he respected or loved. It was as,
though, in the face cf great threats he, too, would rather do
nothing, but nothing,: but nothing at all. Let it all be in
the hands of the great.forces of nature and the gods.

QuijosanchO had a happy dispoSition, but on social,
situations, where he dealt with his superiors and his elders,
he felt ehy. Often times he wondered about how intelligent
he really was, he was natural3y modest, and humbled himself
before hia superiors, his elderc, his teachers and even beforc
potential bosses and jobs. Ahexe was something in his life,
that he had never really complAtsly understood. Either he'
didn't dare, or he didn't care to explore or to understand
it. He really never felt cha io Wa8 different from the
Others oruniqUe. Most problems that affected him, affect-
ed his family too. Furthermore, timost always the solution,
if there was one where something ji.d to be done, rather .than
simply accept the situations, s_ie:.a.A to come out ftom the
family, rather than from himself. alone. He, however, felt
a. strange and incredible self cunfidence when forming part

-of a group, particularly when tl:se groups were very large;
He enjoyed tr'emendously to joinhe crowds attending :toll



fights or sport events. 'hese were glorious moments for hlth.
He really felt best, in the midst of great crowds. Now, when
he could identify himself 7ith a great ceremony or a large,
imposing and beautiful building done by his ancestors or his
people, or a great accom,)lishment of his countrymen or of his
nation, he had a feeling of exultation, the intensity of which.
he felt, nobody else on earth, could ever have.
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This paosive syndrome, I believe to be more rep-

resentative, of the personality in the traditional cultures

and "underdeveleped" nations, rather than of the modern

cultures and developed or industrial nations, more repre-

eentative of the personality, of most of the people in the

comuniot countries, than of that in the western democracies,

more representative of the personality, in the lower, than

in the middle and upper classes. Universally, this type of

personality, oheuld be more accentuated In the female than

in the male of our species. It is felt that the developing

countries will have diverse mixtures of the passive and the

active syndromes.

SOME RESULTS.

The teet Was given to eight groupe of 400 14 year

old children, in 7 different nations. A principal axis pan-

cultural factor analysis was carried out. It produced 20

factors. As you may see from the hand out entitled: "Items

of the Views of Life grouped by subsyndrome and parte-of 00-

eyndroms: Appendix 1", we bad 17 theoretical subsyndromes.

Some of these were broken up in parts. Taking these pae,

as distinct categories, we had 22 subsyneremes. Dr. Donald

Veldman of the U.T. staff, decided to carry on with two

varimax rotations, to 17 and 22 factors. Once he had

obtained this, he ueed his procedure, entitled, "Rotation

of empirical factors tore a theoretical structure", in order

to see, to what extent, the empirical results of the varimax
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rotation, would oorrelate with the results of the rotation

tors the theoretical structure, as expressed in the 17 and

22 subsyndromes. Thu results indilated a substantial cor-

relation
+ etween the empirical factor structure and the

theoretical structure. Me data from the 7 nations has been

scored by scale soore for the 20 more reliable subsyndrome-

factor.s. Up to-the pret;ont only a few intracountry Anovas

have successfully Come OUt of the computer. The Intercountry

Anova and correlations with achievement and stylistie measures

is a future matter. I hall use two illustrations of the intra-

country Anova for 5 nations

Two dimensions have been selected, to.give you a ;

preliminary idea, of tho kind of intra...!..oultural differences

that may be found with the Views of Life. In Table I you will

see the resulte obtained in the five countries for which we

have data at the present, on the factorial scale for competition

vs. cooperation. We selected this scale, influenced by the

good experimental studies .of Millard C. Madsen. He got his

inspiration, from Oscar Lewiis's Otudlt-in Tepoztlan, and from

Romney and Romney's study in Juxl:lahuaca. Be found clearly

Mean average corselatians across the seven nations and the
60 J4tems of .60L .14 for the 17 subsyndrome version and of
.66-.13 for the 22 subsyndrome version. With the elimina-
tiou or two weak subsyndromee frow the 22 vereion 'the mean
may go above .70,
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significant class differences in that go along with

the generalized hypothesis, that the lower the class the more

the cooperative attitude. Ihe opposite was found for compet-

itiveness, even when competitiveness minimized the individual

rewards (6). On the.other hand, in regards to different

etnic groups, he has found that Mexican-American boys but

not girls are less oompetitive on certain types of situations

than Afro-American or Anglo-American boys or girls (7).

In Table I we have the results for competition vs.

cooperation in five countries. The results by socioeconomic

olass go against the hypothesis in Brazil aad Italy with the

upper-lower being more competitive than the upper-middle, the

japanese difference with the upper-middle, more competitive

than the upper-lower, is barely significant at the 5% level.

There are no differences for either Austin or Yugoslavia.

Regarding the sex differences only Austin and Italy go with

the hypothesized higher competitiveness of the male over the

fema/e. We find that the difference by social class in Brazil,

is actually produced, because the upper lower females are much

more competitive than any of the other groups. Perhaps some

of the most interesting findings, will be like this, which is

a very subculture specific situation of Sao Paulo's upper

lower girls.

The factorial scale of the positive-negative self-
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concept was selected botn, occause of its intense psychological

in-Lerent, flC Utoause whvn we checked the (-41ta, we found that

this dimension had one of the highest auubers of statistically

significant intraeountrL differences. In Table II, we can see

that the males, fairly universally, do have a more positive

self image than the feuzlo In ree8rde to the socioeconomic

level, if anything the ;;oaLaary to the generalized hypothesis

is true. Once more tht: uf,per lower has a more positive eelf

imace than the upper nitridlo class for Auotin and Italy. There

are no diYforences for BrmlLiv japan or Yucoslavia.

DISCUSSI9.

Yrom the inf:ormation in this paper, Isuppoe that

we may say, (1) That we have an instrument that appears to

measure pretty much the same dimensions. (2) That it Shows

.itoslf as useful in the dlfferentiation of cultural and sub

cultural eharaoteristioe.. (3) That we feel, that this in

strument, is emboding a pattern of variables that have a

certain coherence or syntas:.

Because of the rosults up to date, this writer

feels, that it will be worthwhile to continuo exploring

further the active and the passive styles of coping, and

each one of the subsyndromes. I have, of course, the feeling

that our present subsyndrome factor scales can be improved,
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by the refinement of the items themselves, and by increasing

the number of items within each of the factors. However, the

real test, a; to whether they are meaningful aad useful, just

the way they are, for further cross cultural studiea; will

come, us all the members of the oross national study, assess

the explanatory and/or prodictive potential of these scales,

through their inter-corroiations with the measures of achieve-

meat, and the other tests of coping behavior in the desiim.

+In another reecarch project, with a complex research design I

we have given the Views of 'Life and the soale of ;3.0.Ps. of

the traditional family, together with a large group of measures

of aptitude, achievement, personali,y and oognition. The

intercorrelations thereof should also be helpful regarding

the future of the Views of Life.

Pinally, as far as the character sketch is concerned

3' rather listen to your comments and questions.

Diaz-Guerrero, R. Personality development of Mexican school
children! A research project. Interamerioan Journal of

Psychology, 1970, 4, 3-4, 255-26O.
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TABLE I

COMPETITION.COOPERATION

Effects Austin Brazil Ikal 9.2.212a Alaslavia

Sex 14;IP

3ocio-
Economic
Level UL77UM UL>UM UM177UL --

Interac-
tion Diff,

above
due to
high
comp.
of al,
females

M at Male
P = Female
UL = Upper Lower Class
ug.= Upper-Middle Claes

TABLE II

POSITIVE/NEGATIVE SiMP CUNCEPT

Effeots Austin Brazil Italx jpan Yupolavia

Sex 111::"P M77F

Seolo-
Economic
Level Ur, UM UL ."7 UM

Interao-
tion
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APPENDIX 1

ITEMS OF THE VIEWS OF LIFE FILOSOFIA DE VIDA)

GROUPED BY SUBSYNDROME AND PARTS OF SUBSYNDROME

SUBSYNDROME 1: LOCUS OF CONTROL

PART A: CAN MANKIND CONTROL THE GENERAL ENVIRONMENT (LIFE, PROB-
LEMS, THE WORLD). (Factor 1 in the 22 Factor Version)

Item Number in
Instrument

20 P+ (a) The world is the way it is and there is very
little that man can do about it.

A(b) Man can change the world to Suit his own needs.

.42 A (a) Mankind can control the destiny of the world.
P (b) Mankind cannot control the destiny of the

world.

PART B: CAN THE GENERALIZED INDIVIDUAL (A PERSON - ONE CONTROL THn
GENERALIZED ENVIRONMENT? (Factor 2 in the 22 Factor
Version)

47 P (a), Most of a person's problems are due to bad
luck.

A. (b) A person brings most of his Problems upon
himself.

12 A (a)_ There are few things that cannot be done if
a person tries hard enough. ,

P (b) There are many things that cannot:be done no
matter how hard a person tries.

PART C: DOES THE RESPONDING INDIVIDUAL PERCEIVE'OF HIMSELF A8
CONTROLLING HIS INDIVIDUAL ACADEMIC PROGRESS? (Factor 3
in the 22 Factor Version)

31

21

A (a) When I do well on a teStin, school, it is
uSually beeause I studied for the test.
When I do well on a test in school, it is
usually because the test wab easy.

When I can't understand something in school,

:P (b),

p (a)
it is ubually, because the teacher didn't
explain it clearly.
When I can't understand.Something in school,
it is usually because I didn't listen.

pia' When I learn something quickly in sChool, it,
is usually because it was explained well.

A (b) -When I learn something quickly in choolvAt

Passive Reply
= Active Reply

is usually, because I paid clOse attention.
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A. ( ) If a teacher tells me to try to do better in
my school-work, it is usually because my work
isn't very: good.

11....1121 If a teacher tells me to try to do better in
my school-work, it is usually because she
wants all her students to try harder.

SUBSYNDROME 2; ACTION

PART A: ACTION vs. INACTION (Factor 4 in the 22 Factor Version)

Item N'umber in
Instrument

7

PART Bi

P (a) ghen a person is uncertain, it is, usually
best to wait and see what happens,

A (b) When a person is uncertain, it is usUally
best to take some kind of action.

A. (a) ghen something is going wrong, it is usually
best to take some kind of action.

P (VI) When something is going wrong, it is usually
best to wait and see what happens.

IMMEDIATE
Version)

k (a) Quick action is usually beet in most sitUa
tione.

(b), Quick action is uzually careless action.

a) It is better to wait before acting.
Tomorrow is usually too late.

PART Ct RATE OF ACTION (Factor 6 in the 22 Factor Verston)

48 'In the long run, a person who works fast
gets more done.

P (b). In the long run, a perOon who works sloWly
gets more done.

P (a) I like to take my time doi things,
A (by

ne;

I like to do things as fast as I can.

,(a ) It is better to be slow than to be fast.
It is better to'be fat than to be slow.

v . DELAYED ACTION (Factor 5 in the 22 Factor

*ea iew bia . ir 14. .
r



SUBSYNDROME 3: INTRINSIC vs. EXTRINSIC VALUE OF WORK
(Factor 7 in the 22 Factor Versa)

Item Number in
Instrument

53 A (a) Work is to be enjoyed.
P (b) Work is to be endured.

32 P (a) Work is something that must be done.
77-707 Work is its own reward.

3.

SUBSYNDROME 4: TASK ACHIEVEMENT vs. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
(Factor 8 in the 22 Factor Version)

58 P (..a) My friends bring me the most happiness.
A (13) Doing something well brings me the most

happineris.

17 A (a) Work first, friendship second.
15-715) Friendship first, work second.

34 A (a) I would :ather havd a job where the work
is interesting.

P (b) I would rather have a job where the people
are friendly.

41 A (a) I have more difficulties with my friends.
13 (ET I have more difficultiec with my work.

56 P (a) I would rather have a small job making a
comfortable living and have a lot of time
with my friends.

A (b) I would rather have a more important job
making a lot of money, even if I did not
have enough time for my friends.

11 P (a) The most imporLant part of a job would be
getting along with fellow workers.

A .(b)_ The most important part of a jab would be
getting things done.

SUBSYNDROME 5: COMPETITION vs. COOPERATION
(Factor 9 in the 22 Factor Version)

43 P (a) Difficult problems are solved best by
cooperation.

(b) Difficult problems arc zolved best by
competition.
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4.

Item Number in
Instrument

54 A (a) Competition is better than cooperation to get
things done.

P (b) Cooperation is better than competition to get
things done.

SUBSYNDROME 6: INDEPENDENCE vs. INTERDEPENDENCE

PART A: AUTHORITY (Factor 10 in the 22 Factor Version)

22 A (a) .When a person thinks his
orders are unreasonable,
to question them.

P (b) A father's orders should

(or her) father's
he should feel free

always be obeyed.

57 A person should not question his (or her)
mother's word.
Any mother can make mistakes and one should
feel free to question her word when it seems
wrong.

P (a)40 A teacher's orders should always be obeyed.

36 P

A

When one thinks his teacher's order's are un-
reasonable he should feel free to question
theLL.

(2)._ It is better to know how to obey than to know
how to command.

(b) It is better to know how to command than to
know how to obey.

PART B: INDEPENDENCE WITH RESPECT TO PEOPLE IN GENERAL ,(Factor

50

5 ,

11 in the 22 Factor Version)

One should not express disagreement wjth
others if it will cause hard feelings.
One should always state his own views even
if it might cause hard feelings.

I don't need the approval of other people.
I need the approval of other people.

16 P (a) One should usually go along with the opinion
of the majority.

A (b) One should usually act according to his
own opinion.
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Item Number in
Instrument

27 A (a) It is best to work out one's problems without
seeking help from others.

P (b) It is best to seek help from others in work-
ing out one's problems.

SUBSYNDROME
(Factor

46 P (a)

A (b)

13 P (a)

A (b)

7: EARNED vs. BESTOWED STATUS
12 in the 22 Factor Version)

In spite of what people say, the best way
to get ahead is to build relationships with
the right people.
In spite of what people say, the best way
to get ahead is to do a good job.

The most important thing in school is the
grades a person makes.
The most important thing in school is how
hard a person works, no matter what his
grades are.

49 P (a) A person should be respected because of the
title he holds.

A (b) A person should be respected for what he has
done.

2

SUBSYNDROME 8: CONFRONTATION vs. AVOIDANCE
(Factor 13 in the 22 Factor Version)

A (a)

P (b)

When there is a problem
try to face it.
There are some problems

one should always

that are best ignored.

51 P (a) A person should not worry about things he
can do nothing about.

A (b) It is often interesting to think about
problems, even if nothing can be.done.

52

SUBSYNDROME 9: SELF vs. OTHER INITIATION
(Factor 14 in the 22 Factor Version)

A (a) When I am with friends, I like to be the
first to suggest what we do.

P (b) When I am with friends; I like to let them
suggest what we do.
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6.

Item Nufitiber in
Instrument

55 A (a) I usually begin doing things ..hould do
without being told.

P (b) I usually wait until I am told before I
do something I should do.

SUBSYNDROME 10: SELF vs. OTHER SOLVER
(Factor 15 in the 22 Factor Version)

60 A (a) I prefer to use my own ideas rather bhan
those of others.

P (b) I prefer to use other people's ideas.

10 P A really intelligent person knows when to
listen to the advice of others.

A (b) A really intelligent person knows how to
decide things for himself.

SUBSYNDROME 11: SELF vs. JOINT IMPLEMENTATION
(Was Other Implementation) (Factor 16 in the 22

Factor Version)

37 P (a). Things are done best with people working
together.Jj If a person wants things done right he has
to do them by himself.

A (a) I like to work by myself.
1-7-757 I _1,j.k.eto work with other people.

SUBSYNDROME 12: CAUTIOUS vs. BOLD
(Factor 17 in the 22 Factor Version)

18 P (a) I am usually 'cautious.
A (b) I am usually bold.

15 P (a) It is better to be cautious.
A (b), It is better to be bold.



7.
Item Namber in

Instrument

25 A (a) I usually daydream about doing things I
can really do if I want to.

P (b) I usually daydream about doing impossible
things.

SUBSYNDROME 14: EMOTIONAL CONTROL vs. EMOTIONAL UNCONTROL
(Factor 19 in the 22 Factor Version)

P (a) A person is usually happier if he learns
how to accept his feelings.

A (b) A person is usually happier if he learns
how to control his feelings.

35 P (

A (

(I am very unhappy
syndromes, one of
one on control of

a) A person should be expressive.
b) A person should be calm and controlled.
with this subsyndrome, it should have been twc
expressiveness vs. poker face and a different
emotions and not of feelings. R.D.G.)

SUBSYPDROI-- 15: EXAGGERATION OF ACTIVITY AND PAK:IVITY UNDER STRESS
(Factor 20 in the 22 Factor Version)

39 P (a) When I am frightened I feel better if
don't do anything.

A (b) When I am friejitened, I feel better if I
do something active.

24 A (a) When I am nervous, I feel better if I movC
around.

P (b) Nhen I am nervous I feel better, if I sta2
still.

44 P (a) If
A (b) If

19 A (a) If
P-TUT If

I am very
I am very

something
something

angry it
angry it

disgusts
disgusts

is better if I shut
is better if I yell.

me, I protest.
me, I ignore it.

SUBSYNDROME 16: POSITIVE vs. NEGATIVE SELF CONCEPT
(Factor 21 in the 22 Factor Veroton)

28 A (a) I believe I am very intelligent.
P (b) I believe I am of average intelligence.

33 A (a) I am self confie.ent.
P (b) I am not self ctlifident.
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Item Number in
Instrument

23 P (a) I don't have enough self confidene^
T--TET I haveenough self confidence.

SUBSYNDROM.6 17: VIEW OF LIFE
(Factor 22 in the 22 Factor Version)

59 A (a) Life is to be enjoyed.
P (b) Life is to be endured.

14 A (a) Life is easy.
P (b). Life is hard.

29 A (a) Life is simple.
7-707 Life is complex.
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SOCIAL CLASS 1AC1ORS IN COMIC STYLE AND COMETENCE

In the iaternational comparative study of coping behavior, ono of the princi-

pal purposes iu to find out to what extent the observed and measured differences

in coping behavior ere related to nationality differences, as compared with three

other kinds of sub-group differenees: age, sexy, and social clesa. All four of

these groups represent sete of socializing influences that operate or, children

and youth. Each type of group is a sub-culture, and teaches its members its

particular ways of behaving and beiieving.

The sample of 6,400 ebildren in this stndy consises of equal numbere (800)

from each of eight metropolitaa areas ip 7 countries% equal nuMbers of males

and females (400) in each geographical area; equal numbern,of 10 and 14-year Olds

(400) in each area; and equal numbers of youth from upper-middie clasa and upper-

working classefamilies (400).

The techeical question this paper will answer is: how is the variance of

the scores fee°. the several instruments distributed between nationality groups,

sex groups, age groups, social cless groups, and individuals? 'This question

may be answered with various :eegrees of Statistical sophistecation. The ans-

wers givenein this paper are based on rather simple domparisoes oE the differ-

ences between mean scores for the various groups. For instaece, do the mean

scores of male and female groups differ more oe less than the mean seeees of the

same children when they are sorted iato social class geoups?

We do not expect that one kind of cultural classification will differentiate

far letter than the others. There almost certainly ara scme kinds of behavior oe

'ehich sex differences are greater than social class or nationality differences,

and there are other kinds of behavior on which other cultural factors are likely

to be especially influential,

This paper will focus especially on the factor of socioeconomic sl ws, with

comparisons of two distinct social class groups: upper-middle and uppev-working

class. The samples were fairly representative of the two social classes, as far

as we could tell from general observation of the situaeion at each research site,
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In age the samples were quite similar at the several sites. in sex of course

the samples were identical. In eocial class there was more room for question,

since the researchers had to find schools that were heavily loaded with one or

the other class group, end this required a selection of a limited number of

schools out of a much larger pool of schools, Private schools were not involved

in some of the upper-middle class samples, but they were in others. Here of a

problem was uaised by the fact that school attendance is not obligatory at the

age of 14 everywhere, and not in Brazil. Some 60 percent of Sho Paulo 14-year-

olds are in school, and most of those not in school are members of working-class

families. Thus it is likely that the Siio Paulo sample sIS' upper-working class

youth are biased toward academic competence, since thee: ,e the ones most likely

to continue in school.

The SSS of a pupil in the study was measured by the occupational level and

the educational level of his father. The occupatiorial level was measured on a

six-point scale of occupational prestige, worked out on the basis of several

cross-national studies of occupationel states. The father's education was rated

on a scale from 1 - 6, this scale being devised separately for each country

because the level of adults education varies among countries. In a country with

2 percent of the adults having graduated from college, the completion of secondary

school will be rated higher than in the USA, where 15 percent of adults are cc.)i

lege graduates, and 60 percent are high school graduates. The two scores for each

fceher were combined into a single seem, giving the educational rating a weight

of 2 and the occupational rating a weight of 3. Then the range of the resultant

30-point scale that applies to upper-middle class and the range for upper-working

class e,re determined by the methods used by Havighurst and his co-workers in

several community studies.

RESULTS

The results will be presented:in three broad sections. The first section

will deal with date from instruments which could be scored in identical fashion

for svery respondent in the Study. Thus comparisons coeld be made of the four

basic sub-cultural dimensions. The second section will preeent data from instru-

ments whidh had to be scored separatele 'ss each researet aite or each age-group.

These data report academic aptitude and achieeseless a tings of children by

their 4;iass-rnates. It would have been extremely difficult to get strictly com-

parable tests of aptitude and academic achievement thgt would be equally "fair"
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3,

to all the research groups and would not introduce invieious distinctions, And

the sociometric procedure used in obtaining peer ratings would have been very

difficult to replicate exactly enough in every classroom to permit eomparison

of the several research sites. Thus the second section will only allow comparison

of social class groups and of sex groups, This section will treat each site and

each age-group on a site as the universe of the study,

The third seetien of data will deal with behavior that is evaluated separate-

ly by the research team in each of the participating countries. For example, the

score on copeng effectiveness obtained from a Story Completion Instrument is based

on the definition of effective coping provided by the research team of a given

country, And a particular story completion mighe be scored differently by the

Mexican team, for exampleg than by ithe English team. These data can be compared

for age, sex, and social etass wIthin a country, ffewever, some of the data from

ehe Story Completion instrumeet and the Sentence Completion Test can be scored

across country samples with a single objective scoring procedure. These data

ean provide evidence of cross-national differences.

The writes: made a somewhat similar comparison'of age, sex, social class and
of

nationality differences in a comparative study
t%

Buenos Aires and Chicago children

and adolescents,
*

finding that the observed differences on various social-psycho-

logical instruments tended to be larger between the two nationalities than between

age, sex, or social class groups. However, this new study provides a wider range

of data and a greater variety of nationality groups.

Robert 3, Havighurst, Maria Eugenia Dnbois, H. Czikszentmihalyi, and R. Doll,
A Cross Natioeal Etedy of Buenos Aires and Chicago Adolgscentsg Chapter 7.

S. Karger, Basel, Swiceerland and Albert Phiebig, White Plains, New York,

1964,

AcadeeL,..latilude and Achievement

The measures of academic aptitude achievement ciLd not permit comparison

across countries, and age comparisons would have been pointless. Ccmsequently

every instrument was standardized for the researeh site and the age group,

leaving only the variance between the sexes and the social classes, plus the

variance among individuals. The data are summarized in eable 1,

The most striking finding is that the social class differences are very

large, while the sex diffetences are relativelY small and variable in direction..

On the test of general intelligence (Raven's Matrices) and on teste of.mathematics

and reading, the middle-class .groups are a half a standard deviation above the

working-class groups.. The grades given by the teachers show a similar difference.



4.

Social clasr, differences are greatest in Mexico City, followed by Tokyo,

(Texasy and Chicago. They are relatively less (though still highly sig-

nificant) in Milan, Ljubljana (Yugof0avia) and SAo Paulo. These three cities

are quite different in socio-political policy, The socialiet city (Ljubljana)

might be expected to show less social class difference than the others. Ihe

case of Sho Paulo is a special one, due to the feet that schoel attendance was

not compulsory at age 14, and the working-class school populatien is probably

selected for greater academic achievement.

Sex differences are interesting to American observers, who are accustomed

to the idea that girls are superior to boys in academic achievement at the age

levels of this study. Yet it turned out that boys exceeded girls in MONiCO City,

Sao Paulo, and Chicago, and in Reading, also, in Ljubljana. London showed the

greatest female superiority, together with Hilan,

There were no significant mathematies differences between the sexes,

Pep: Pateinee.. A sociometric instrument was used to find out where each pupil

stood, in the estimation of his class-mates in relation to the following descrip-

tive statements:

Who work hardest at their lessons?

Who work hardest at outside acttitties?

Who get along best with teachers and other grown-ups?

The scores are based on each classroom as a unit, so that, in general, a pupil is

being judged by others who are roughl.y of his own social status and sex. Howelvr,.

there was some Variation among countries in this respect, since the degree of

socioeconomic Segregation by school and classroom varied. Also, in some cases

the class consisted of one sex only, and thus there were no cross-sex judgments.

The middle-class pupila generally were rated more favorably by their peers

than the working-class pupils, with the sharpest differenees in Ljubljana,

Tokye2 and Milan. Me least difference,appeared in Siio Paulo (as expected) and

in Mgxico City. These were not statistically significant. With respect to sex

differences, girls were rated higher than boys everywhere except in Mexico City.

The greatest sex differences were found in Austin(Texas) and in Chicago.

Career As irations and Expectations

Each respondent was asked what kind of work he would like to do when he grew

4, Then he was asked what kind of job he probably would have when he grew up.

Both respunses wen,) rated on a six-point scale of occupational prestige, Ilhe
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discrepancy between occupational aspiration and expectation could therefore be

measured by subtracting the expectation level from the aspiration level, Fin-

ally, the discrepancy was determined between the respondent's aspiration level

and the level of the father's ob.

Table 2 reports the differences between the mean scores for age-groups,

scx-groups social class groups, and countries. It is seen that the differences

between the two social class groups are greater t3,P1 the diicerences between

age-groups and sex-groups, urthermore, the socia clgss difference Ls consid-

erably greater than the average difference between pairs of countries, The only

datnm in this Table that was clearly to be expected is the large difference

hetw-z,en social classes in discrepancy between the student's occupational asplra-

tion and the father's occupational level. clearly, this diacrepancy is about

zero for upper-middle class youth, but is large for working-class youth, since a

number of the latter aspire to widdle-elass occupations,

PcP12.g.g.9921 Vi.1111es.

The boys and girls in the Study weee asked to indicate their preferences

among 15 phrases describing -eork situations and representing 15 different career

values. For example, the statement, "work in which you can help other people"

represents the career value of (1) Altruism, Similar phrases represent the

career values of (2) Esthetics, (3) Independence, (4) Management, (5) Success

and Accomplishment, (6) Self-Satisfaction, (7) Intellectual Stimulation,

(En Cteativity, (9) Security, (10) Prestige, (11) Economic Returas, (12) Sur-

roundings, (13) Associates, (14) Variety, and (15) Father's Occupatioa. Equi-

valence in the different translations of these phraees required by the eeudy

was achieved by following the translation from English to the second language

with an independent back-translation from the second language to English,

In the instruMent each of the fifteen career value phrases is paired with

each of the other phrases, producing a total of 105 forced choice items. In

addition, in order toprovide an internal consistency check, five of the 105

items are reversed and repeated, raising the total number of items to 110.

Each subject is asked to select the phrase from each pair representing the work

which he would most prefer. He then receives a score of 0 - 14 for eaeh of the

15 career values on the basis of the number of times he choosee a particular

phrasefrom amone the items.
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Table 3 clo,lipame stw-gcoups on uheir scores oa 14 career

The fifteenth (preference for father's occupation) is omitted because it is GO

ebeiouely weighted Ln favor of 10-year-old boys. With this inotrument, the dif-

ferences wore greater for sex and for agc thaa for social class. This is a sie-

nificant finding. The significance of various aspects of work to tea-year-olds

es probably relaeively under-developeo, and perhaps is only beginning to take

shape by the age of 14, so that the 14-year-olds may differ substantially from

the 10-year-olds on the values of Independence, Accomplishment, Prestige, and

Associates because they are becoming more aware of the realities of the work

situation, Large sex differences in Altruism, Esthetics, Creativity, ate::

Leoeomic Returns are about what would be expected from our general knowledge

of eifferential interests according to sex. It is interesting that so few sub-

stax.e:el social Giese difference& appee The largest is etet of Security;

and Peotomic )teturns and Altruism show relatively large differences--all in the

"expected" directions,

Comparing the meen diffe.ences between pairs of countries is tedions and

we have shown the comparative data in Thble 3 for only four of the occupational

values. These four show inter-country differences to be greater than inter-class

diffeeenues, on the average.

The CepingeReeferenee invenetory,

The boys and girls in the Study were asked to respond to a number of stete-

ments describing various kinds of coping behavior, with the statement "This is

like me." or "I want to be like this." The items were such as:

John always gets his school work done before.he goes out to': play.

P.isan is very cautue about making new friends.

Each respondent received a score for each of the four possible modes of

behavior, as indicated in Table 4, In general, it appears that differences

between countries are slightly greater than the differences between other cul-

tural faetors,

Sentenoeggtolgeion Test

A Sentence Completion Test was usel to give a variety of acores indicating

reactions to differeat kinds of coping situations. Among the many scores were

three global scores that referred to the respondent's §tancee in coping situations,

his Attitude toward various people and problem situations, and the extent Of

his Metegement, or overt action directed towerd the solution of the problem.

Table 5 gives the results, Differences between countries are the greatest,

followed by differences between age-groups. The social class diffewences are

the smallest, on the Sentence Completion Test.
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7.

StorvoComatetion

Pupils were asked to write completions to 8 story-beginnings, which set the

stage for coping behavior iu situations involving Aggression, Authority, Anxiety,

Interpersonal Relations, and Academic Tasks, Among the many scores were global

scores on two of the Sentence Completion dimensions, and on Initiative, implements-

tions and l'arsictence, These were all scored by the same cA.J.teria across all

countries, Additionally, the research Teem in each country scored the stories for

General Coping Effectiveness uslng the criteria of its own nationrl culture. Only
three of the countries ure represented in Table 6, Social ciar19 does not stand out

as a differentlating factor In this Tab1e, Age is more. of A factor, as it was in

the Sentence Completion Test, It way be noted tbat the results for Stance and for

Engagement on the two instrnmeuto Pre similar, with respect to age, sex, and social

class groups,

Summry

A wide vftriety of kinds of coping behavior and -Lttitude have been measured,

and it is clear that social class is the major diaerentiating factor in about half
of them, Nationality is the major differentiating factor in the other half of these

dimensions. Age differences (between 10 and 14-year-olds) and sex differences do

not difgerentiate !Atese young people as muca as the broader r xltnral differences

of social .0.4uis and nationality.



Tab;e 1

GoWAR4 or SEX AND "WcfAL GAS.5. W'F'FRENCES 00 AfWEt,

APTrAE AND AlliTEYFMENT
;

MYVA_Pkff'7'Ker!c.e_jo SUite-PStWePo...9,1TuEl

OtANP Aelic4vempoc Barinpf; bv Pp4-1-,,I.

*
itiivrAn Math Ileding C;rado PeiW. iwademf.e NO41-1,dPW:, Pelation$

,Aviage. Work ft Work with 1

Tii.:,arhers

1,2

504 6.1 4,7 ,08 ,08

coro.f3 warked with atorigh aTe stanclard s(0oret4;', S,D, equals 10 points.

Usligo of 111:JMIS from 0 f...o 2,04'. dtfference bcweeu means of ,03 is
r.;tei..1sLicalty rel.tabJe,

lablf.

COMPARISON OF AGE4 SEX, SOCIAL CLASS, AND NATIONAUTf DUTERaNCES

TAtil CAREfiR ASPIR;4IOW: AND EXPECTANITONI

Ilar_Piffsvms tn Sq9.1:S_BIYee11-P9M-PP1EKillqPq.

I f-itata-.. Occupational
Aspiration.

tafi:

Occupational
Expeg,tatioo

Diacrepaocy
Aspiration

minus

Expectation

Diserepancr
Aspiration

winua
Fa's Ocr.tiem0.

14-10

oex

,25 20 07 21

Male-Female .50 ,42 409

Middle -

Working Class .60 .65 i2 , 75

Country .30 29 10 29
.... *no ....v....a...1+e .r.,

A' lbe difference between countrles is the mean of differences between
ail the pairs of countries fn the Study q28 pairs,

56
R.,. :1., IlaviOurst

Ausust, 1971



COMPARISON OV' ACT, W.', ROM', CLA.T3 AND OATIONA 71"1

'GIMPS OP WaPATIONAL

Comparinon of qub-proup qc'er.os Pn ra.xeer Valiwq Kein DifCevrlic0-4

Carver \Niue Sex Meau. D1kfer,

ence Bet:mien

14-.10 tic rklog n P Lrs of
Claus

aityutm ,56 .82

H;t11,,ccs .51 1,53

ludt:Tondence 1.,25 ,09 .43 ,97

Managoww:: ,22 ,29 ,51

Success & Accouyllshmont 82 .36

Self-atisfactiOn ,62 .56 .30 .55

Tauflectual
Scimulation .17 .59 .27

Creativity .60 1,42 .02

Security .53 .12 .84

Prestige ,77 .54 .17

Economic Returns .02 .68 .53 .68

Surroundings 013 .27 .31

Associates .89 .76 ,009

Variety .13 .31

,111.1 1.nrff n nAn e..1 1.1, nom

Mean of Means .48 n64 .35

nnInen...nrYnangu,..... Inainwentro ...now. .0 Nr111.01.01..**,..0,41,

Note; Differences are not necessarily in the direcCion frAicated at
the head of a column. Sign6a are ignored,

R. 4. Davighorst
August, 1971
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Tabie 4

f.:0141.'ARLSON OF ACE, SEX, SOCIAt CtASS AND RATIONALTTY DIFFERENCES

ON CORING PREFEREACE INVNOTORY

Sea n f NW' in o re Be twee r Dr e f er place

Omar Active Cwlip? Pasvave Coptnir Active Defence

Ave
14-10 37

...:32 ,16 ,52

SES
Widdi-WcrPln3 cJoy.-ts JO ,7.4 ,24

fnoiarr 50 .35

for ,

Pannive Defence

.25

52
i

P

t

.48
,

,49

Table 5

COMPARASON OV AUE, SEX, SOCIAL CLASS AND COUNTRY DIFFERENCES

OP SENTENCE COMPLETION "TEST
",1,0 sb$:

Mean Difference in. Score Between Grours on. Sentence Completion.

E1:124,a

1,33

M&141kkr,:i.

.93

EtmavTgo.

.50

SPX .77 .50 ,29

.34 .48 33

C,opptrt 2.22 1,22 .78

58

V.M,V.I. 017.7011.......;1011IniwaVq,

R. j, Dayigburiit?.
August,- 1971



Table. (7

COMPARISON OF AGE, SE.X, SOCIA1 CtASS, AND NATIONAL:I:a DWERENCES

OW SIM?. COMPLETION niSTMMENT

Meim 01.1- foreoc:e f.t7 flf,.c,r12, Bet.TI G'irou.p.i. on Stork?

1

1

i

!

Complottcwea Voriable

1100.CV'T!,i71.P 6!en01,4;

A

C,orino

14-I0 ..1.3 .78 :84 ,V) .4.8 1,18 5,27 9,60

,22 .70 .49 .35 ,24. 2.:83 251 2.63.

SfV;7.

.01ddLo-
Worisiag .13 43 .54 .32 2.84 3.38 2.51.
Claas

4
(19T*)ty 1,00 .85 , 71 14

* Only 3 4.ountxtes representedin thls tab16 Elogiand,) Maxico9 sad Ttaly,

Their data are combined, except for the Gen.eral. Coping Score, whl.ch wss

worked out separately by each country teat; and ts nor. Yntended to ha-au

untversal validity.
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